National Teacher Training Exchange Program organized at Gandhi
Memorial College of Education Jammu from 9-13th Nov 2013
National Teacher Training Exchange Program was organized at Gandhi Memorial
College of Education Raipur Jammu in collaboration with State Institution of Education
and Maharashtra Education society Pune. This exchange program included various
discourses from the resource persons including Mr O P Bhagat, Mr Shadi Lal Tainglu
Field Advisors from SIE Jammu and Kashmir, Ms Kamini Javeri, Ms Manisha
Chandrashekher, Mr Parve Rajindera and Ms Tilekar Lata from Maharashtra Education
Society Pune and Prof G L Koul Principal GMCEJ, Prof Satish Talashi, Prof Hema Koul,
Prof Meenakshi Sudeshi, Prof Seema Mattoo and Prof Bindya Tikoo from Gandhi
Memorial College of Education Jammu who delivered upon various pedagogical
innovations and necessities in present Teaching Learning Processes.
Addressing the Valedictory function, Mr Anil Dhar, President Hindu Education Society
Kashmir welcomed the North –South partnerships in the field of education and
emphasized on the importance of such collaborations between interstate private- public
and private - private institution partnerships to bring forth a change in the present
educational patterns so as to develop the states with an intellectual fraternity in
teaching.
Sh Ravinder Wayar Wadkar Chairman Governing Body Education Society of
Maharashtra, emphasized on getting more such exchange programs in order to make
the teaching learning and the teachers multifaceted and more charactered. While
addressing the gathering, Mr Kiran D Shaligram, Member Council and Governing Body
Deccan Education Society Pune said that collaboration with a society like HESK, that
works for the efficiency and spread of education since pre independence will certainly
prove beneficial to the entire society and more such collaborations should be done in
future.
Prof B L Zutshi, Advisor Education to HESK while deliberating on the training cum
exchange program highlighted the importance of the pioneers in education and their
efforts in the sustainability of educational system and believed that HESK and other
Educational Societies Like Maharashtra Education Society and Deccan Education
Society will ensure the upliftment of teachers in the entire country.
Mr A K Raina presented the Vote of Thanks in which he emphasized the importance of
conducting more such programs and thanked the resource persons form Pune for their
co operative attitude. He also thanked Mr H R Pakhroo for paying a visit to the training
program and presenting his expert lecture on quality improvement of education. He
further lauded the organizing societies and the collaborative efforts of the participants
from government as well as private schools and the staff and students of GMCEJ for
making the program a success.
Others present on the occasion included Prof Sunil Tikoo Advisor Finance to HESK,
and other prominent members of the civil society of the state. In the opinion session
the participants expressed their views on the program and requested to organized more
such programs in future also.

